Espresso machine Metos Green Plus Tall 2GR Black

Product information
SKU
Productnaam
Afmetingen
Gewicht
Technical information

4157924
Espresso machine Metos Green Plus Tall 2GR
Black
621/765 × 310/530 × 640 mm
75,000 kg
400/230 V, 4,3 kW, 3NPE, 50/60 Hz, 70 dB
CW: 3/8 Drain: ø 14 mm

Description
Metos Green Plus Tall 2GR is an automatic espresso machine. Its
dimensioning allows dispensing into tall drinking glasses and take-away
mugs (maximum height 14 cm). The espresso machine with two coffee
groups is ideal for use for example in a small café or hotel. The
automation monitors the functions of the appliance and starts the
automatic cleaning every ten doses of coffee. The coffee groups have
separate controls, so even if the automatic cleaning for one of the
groups is running the coffee production of the other group is not
interrupted. The black side panels, the shiny stainless steel that
dominates the front and the white LED lighting of the buttons give the
machine a stylish, cool look
An instructive LCD display makes the device easy to use, clean and
maintain. The display tells the user the following information: boiler
temperature, start settings and weekday settings, number of cups made,
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water consumption, fault messages, scheduled maintenance, automatic
cleanings. In addition, the device has separate gauges for boiler and
pump pressures.
two coffee groups, two steam taps and a hot water tap
possibility to use tall (<14 cm) drinking glasses and regular cups
an automatic cleaning function that starts every ten cups
boiler size 11 liters
black painted side panels
black ABS plastic corner pieces protect the machine from knocks
sturdy stainless steel frame
front panel in mirror-polished stainless steel
clear and easy-to-use keyboard with white LED backlight
the appliance can clean one coffee group at a time without
interrupting the coffee production
to facilitate maintenance, the technical components are positioned so
that they can be exposed by removing the panels from the top and side of
the device.
DELIVERY INCLUDES:
three ergonomically shaped filter holders: one for one cup and two for
two cups
a stand that allows the low cups to be brought to the correct dosing
height
ACCESSORIES (to be ordered separately):
filter holder for POD coffee capsules
water filter
barista tool set
knock-box coffee waste drawer
espresso bean grinder
cup warmer
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